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CHAPTER 8  

Conclusions 

8.1 Summary 

In this thesis we investigate the melody style mining, classification and clustering techniques. 

Moreover, we proposed the personalized music style filtering mechanism and melody style 

retrieval service based on the developed melody style classification techniques. 

A new music feature, chord-set, and three representation types of chord-set were 

proposed for the representation of melody style. The chord extraction algorithm based on the 

Harmony is developed. For the task of melody style classification, the Single-Type 

Uniform-Support algorithm (STUS) and its improvements – Single-Type Variant-Support 

(STVS) and Multi-Type Variant-Support algorithm (MTVS) were proposed. Performance 

analysis showed that, among the representation types, the chord-set sequence generally 

performs better than the set and bigram representation. The two-way classification of the 

proposed approach achieved 68.5% to 87% accuracy for the whole melody and 58.8% to 78% 

accuracy for the chorus. Furthermore, the experiments showed that the MTVS algorithm, 

which considers the information of all representation types and allows different support 

values for each style, performs better than STUS and STVS. 

In the proposed music filtering mechanism, the system recommends new music by 

mining the user’s preference on melody style from the user’s music access behavior. A 

two-way preference classifier is constructed for each user from the music downloading 
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activity. Music recommendation is made through this preference classifier. Three 

recommendation methods, Boolean Recommendation (BR) and Total Rank Recommendation 

(TR) and Total Confidence Recommendation (TC), based on the 2-way preference classifier 

were described. In our experiments, the average precision of BR, TR and TC were 0.63, 0.57 

and 0.54 respectively. The results showed that recommendation based on BR performed better 

than the other two ranking methods, and there are no significant difference between the 

performances of TR and TC. 

For content-based music retrieval by melody style, we propose four types of query 

specification. Query processing of these four types of query is presented. Query processing 

consists of the feature extraction, feature representation and melody style pattern generation. 

The performance measured by the precision indicates that the testers were satisfied by the 

results return by the system. The melody style retrieval approach provides a new and effective 

way for retrieval by the semantic rather than syntactic properties of music. 

We also investigate the clustering techniques of music based on the melody. For the 

grouping techniques, we considered the k-medoid, the hierarchical clustering and the SOM 

techniques. Performance measures based on the F-measure are evaluated. The result shows 

that there is no obvious variance among these clustering techniques. 

8.2 Future Work 

Future work for music style mining and classification includes the consideration of the 

polyphonic music instead of the melody (monophonic music) and some other music features 

that influence the music style, such as tempo, beat and rhythm. For the personalized music 

filtering, the efficiency of the preference learning process can be improved by developing the 
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incremental preference learning algorithm owing to the reason that the users’ preferences may 

change slowly. Future work for music style retrieval includes the approach to provide users 

other query methods such as query by selecting multiple styles, query by style example music 

and the definitions of the corresponding similarity measures. 




